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Abstract

State space minimization techniques are crucial for combating state explosion. A variety of verification tools use
bisimulation minimization to check equivalence between systems, to minimize components before composition, or
to reduce a state space prior to model checking. This paper explores the third use in the context of verifying invariant
properties. We consider three bisimulation minimization algorithms. From each, we produce an on-the-fly model
checker for invariant properties and compare this model checker to a conventional one based on backwards reachabil-
ity. Our comparisons, both theoretical and experimental, lead us to conclude that bisimulation minimization does not
appear to be viable in the context of invariance verification, because performing the minimization requires as many,
if not more, computational resources as model checking the unminimized system through backwards reachability.

Keywords: Bisimulation minimization, model checking, invariant properties, on-the-fly model checking

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art model checkers are enjoying substantialand growing use on real-world problems. Industrial verifica-
tion groups apply this technology to projects ranging from floating-point arithmetic units [12] to large asynchronous
speed-independent circuits [20]. Despite the advances, however, the growing size of current and future semiconduc-
tor designs seriously challenges current model checking technology. In particular, the unremitting increase in design
complexity, which manifests itself as the state-explosionproblem, remains a serious obstacle to industrial-scale veri-
fication.

Various techniques reduce the size of the state space that a model checker must analyze. Some decompose designs
into smaller components which are analyzed separately; combining results on the smaller components yields results on
the full design [23, 29]. Others reduce the size of individual components through some form of abstraction [11, 18].
An abstraction hides some information from a state space to yield a smaller state space. Ideally, operations over
the smaller state space should use less resources than over the original state space. Towards this end, abstractions
are often applied as a pre-processing phase to model checking [19]. To be useful in practice, however, abstractions
must preserve the properties that a designer wishes to verify. The choice of a suitable abstraction technique therefore
depends on the properties of interest.

Bisimulation minimization[31] provides an abstraction technique that preserves the truth and falsehood of all
�-calculus (and hence all CTL*, CTL, and LTL) properties [25]. This technique is particularly appealing in the
context of symbolic model checking [3, 13] for two reasons. First, bisimulation can be computed as the fixpoint of a
simple boolean expression, so it is easily expressed symbolically. Second, unlike many other abstraction techniques,
it can be computed automatically, which is consistent with the automated spirit of model checking. In earlier work,
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Figure 1: An example of bisimulation minimization on a statespace with respect to one atomic proposition. The states
satisfying the proposition are labeledG; the other states are labeledB. The original transition system appears on the
far left. The dashed boxes in the second diagram show the initial partition. The boxes in the third diagram show the
final equivalence classes. The minimized system appears on the far right.

we showed experimentally that using bisimulation minimization as a pre-processing phase to model checking does
reduce the resource requirements of model checking [22]. However, our work also showed that the cost of performing
bisimulation minimization often significantly exceeds that of model checking. It is therefore unclear that performing
bisimulation minimization before model checking saves resources over simply model checking the original system.

Integrating minimization and model checking, however, might provide the best of both approaches. Minimization
and model checking perform similar operations on a state space, so merging them into a single pass should avoid
re-duplicating work. Furthermore, it would halt an otherwise expensive minimization once the property of interest
was determined to fail. This paper considers this approach in the context of verifying invariances, which is the most
fundamental model checking task. We consider three bisimulation minimization algorithms. From each, we produce a
novel BDD-based on-the-fly model checker for invariances. We then characterize the sets of states that it computes at
each iteration and compare those to the sets of states computed during model checking. We show a strong correlation
between these sets, which suggests not only that the integrated algorithms are less efficient than model checking, but
also that the original minimization algorithms are less efficient than model checking.

We also provide analytical and experimental comparisons. Although the various algorithms compute similar sets
of states, they do so in very different ways; the relative behavior of the BDD operations across these different methods
is therefore unpredictable. To account for this, we calculate lower bounds on the numbers of symbolic computations
of various types (such as image computations and intersections) used in each algorithm and compare the number
of iterations needed to check invariances in each approach.This combination of analytical and empirical evidence
strongly suggests that performing bisimulation minimization on the entire design does not improve on the resource
usage of symbolic model checking.

Section 2 provides an overview of bisimulation minimization. Necessary terminology appears in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 reviews model checking for invariant properties. Section 5 compares three minimization algorithms to model
checking. Experimental results appear in Section 6. Sections 7 and 8 discuss related work and our conclusions,
respectively. An appendix contains the proofs of certain intermediate lemmas.

2 Bisimulation Minimization

Bisimulation minimization algorithms partition a state space into equivalence classes such that states in the same
class are observationally equivalent with respect to the system’s behavior. In the context of model checking, we are
often interested in how the system behaves with respect to only some of its variables. We can therefore compute
bisimulation relative to a given subset of a system’s atomicpropositions. For example, to verify a particular property,
we minimize with respect to the atomic propositions that it contains. For an invariance, we can minimize with respect
to one (possibly new) atomic proposition that is true in exactly those states that satisfy it.

The states in each equivalence class under bisimulation agree on both the values of the atomic propositions of
interest and on their next-state transitions to other classes. Like most bisimulation minimization algorithms, the ones
discussed in this paper follow a common outline, as shown in Figure 1. First, they group states into classes based on
the atomic propositions. Next, they repeatedly split existing classes into new ones until all states in a class agree on
their next-state transitions to other classes. For example, the bottom-mostB state in Figure 1 splits off from the other
twoB states because it can reach aG state, while the others cannot. The algorithms stop when no more classes need
to be split. The minimized system contains one state from each remaining class (arepresentative), with all edges to a
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class redirected to that state.
The naı̈ve algorithm for computing bisimulation is defined relative to a transition systemhS;R;AP;L; initi, where

S is a set of states,R is a total transition relation overS, AP is a set of atomic propositions,L is a mapping fromAP
to subsets ofS, andinit 2 S is a single initial state. Computing the least fixpoint of thefollowing expression yields
the complement of the maximum bisimulation relationB:
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The first line partitions states based on the atomic propositions. The last two lines separate states that do not agree on
their next-state transitions.

This algorithm has two shortcomings in the context of symbolic model checking. First, it computes therelation,
rather than the individual equivalence classes. The BDD forthe relation requires twice as many variables as the BDDs
for the classes. This can lead to BDD explosion even on small examples. Experimental work confirms that the BDDs
used to compute the bisimulation relation do get overly large in practice [10, 22], which suggests that computing
bisimulation relations is not a feasible approach to algorithmic state-space reduction. The algorithms considered in
this paper compute the equivalence classes instead of the relation. As we have argued in previous work [22], this
makes a significant difference in practice and makes bisimulation minimization feasible. The naı̈ve algorithm’s other
shortcoming is its failure to distinguish between reachable and unreachable states. In Figure 1, for example, noB

state is reachable, yet the algorithm splits the unreachable class ofB states into sub-classes. In the context of model
checking, this work is unnecessary. The algorithms considered in the paper take various approaches to addressing this
issue, as discussed in Section 5.

From our previous experimental work with one of these algorithms (Lee-Yannakakis, [30]), we know that bisim-
ulation minimization can yield substantial reductions in the size of the reachable state space for examples arising in
model checking. Furthermore, these reductions often yieldnoticeable reductions in the time needed to analyze the
state space during model checking. Table 1 provides experimental data for these observations over a range of exam-
ples. Comparing the time needed to model check the original design with the combined times for minimization and
model checking the minimized design, minimization does notappear to be worthwhile. This observation motivated
the work described in this paper.

3 Terminology

We use Figure 1 to define terminology for the rest of the paper.A blockis a set of states, all of which agree on whether
the given invariant property holds. A block may designate one of its states as itsrepresentative. A partition is a set
of disjoint blocks that cover the state space. Each algorithm starts with aninitial partition into two blocks: thegood
blockconsists of those states that satisfy the given invariant property, and thebad blockconsists of those states that
fail to satisfy it (thebad states). PartitionP

1

refinespartitionP
2

iff every block inP
1

is contained in some block of
P

2

. A states is reachableiff the pair(init; s) is in the transitive closure of the transition relation; this indicates a path
from the initial state tos. A block is reachable if it contains a reachable state; in Figure 1, none of theB blocks are
reachable. Reachable blocks may also contain unreachable states; in Figure 1, the block of threeG states contains the
unreachable rightmostG state. At each iteration through each minimization algorithm, some reachable block contains
the initial state. We call this block theinitial block.

A blockB
1

is stablewith respect to blockB
2

iff either all states inB
1

have transitions to states inB
2

or no state
inB

1

has a transition to a state inB
2

. If B
1

is not stable with respect toB
2

,B
2

is called asplitterofB
1

. In the second
diagram in Figure 1, the block ofG states is a splitter for the block ofB states. A block is stable with respect to a
partition iff it is stable with respect to each block in the partition.

We also use some standard notation on transition systemshS;R;AP;L; initi. Given a subsetS0 of S, pre
R

(S

0

)

is the pre-image ofS0 underR andpost
R

(S

0

) is the image ofS0 underR. SinceR is clear from context, we write
simplypre andpost. The complement ofS0 is denotedS0.

Finally, we want to compare the algorithms with respect to how many operations of various types they require.
Towards this end, we derive a lower bound for each algorithm that captures how many operations of each type it
performs in the best case. We state these bounds in terms of the following variables:n, the number of iterations
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Reachable Reachable MC MC Minimization Minimization Min. Design
States Blocks Time Memory Time Memory MC Time

arbiter (L) 73 64 0.6 2.98 11.7 3.62 0.2
eisenberg1* (S) 1611 289 3.1 3.87 58.5 4.8 1.7
eisenberg2 (L) 1611 1078 3.1 3.85 158.6 4.7 5.6
bakery1* (L) 2886 2546 8.4 3.64 354.3 5.6 17.3
bakery2 (L) 2886 2546 8.4 3.62 347.1 5.6 7.0

coherence (S) 94738 1 45.5 6.24 85 22 9.3
dcnew1 (S) 186876 1 1.8 4.12 0.9 4.03 0
dcnew2* (L) 186876 230 1.8 4.12 67.5 5.94 0.7
k elev1 (L) 262 132 0.5 2.92 5.2 3.17 0.2

treearbiter4-1 (S) 5568 1 2.1 3.7 17.4 5.16 0
treearbiter4-2 (L) 5568 1344 2.1 4.03 485.7 6.28 1.5

elevator23 (S) 674077 1 8.0 8.24 4.3 8.52 1.4
elevator33 (S) 1:51 � 10

8 1 259.4 28 431.9 17 167.3
elevator43 (S) 1:18 � 10

10 1 1278.7 51 1624.0 42 871.5
fpmpy1 (S) 7:15 � 10

12 5 41.9 11 113.6 18 0.1
fpmpy2* (S) 7:15 � 10

12 15 52.2 16 375.6 18 2.2
fpmpy3 (S) 7:15 � 10

12 15 42.9 12 343.0 17 0.1
fpmpy4 (S) 7:15 � 10

12 15 42.7 11 440.1 26 0.2
fpmpy5* (S) 7:15 � 10

12 17 46.8 1 259.7 22 1.1
fpmpy6 (S) 7:15 � 10

12 15 44.3 12 308.6 22 0.2
minmax (L) 2:06 � 10

26 2 22.8 21 7.5 11 2.2
tcp1* (S) 3:88 � 10

22 32 2.7 7.08 48.3 9.7 1.2
tcp2 (S) 3:88 � 10

22 1 2.7 7.08 3.5 8.03 1.0

Table 1: Experimental data on the effect of bisimulation minimization on model checking. Designs have been min-
imized relative to particular properties. A * after an experiment’s name indicates that the corresponding property
fails. The S and L designations after the property name denote safety or liveness properties, respectively. In order
to minimize the number of atomic propositions used in each experiment, the minimization routine uses one atomic
proposition for each maximal subexpression that does not contain a temporal operator. The Reachable States column
shows the number of reachable states in the original design.Reachable Blocks is the number of equivalence classes
in the minimized system. The MC Time and Memory columns indicate the resource requirements for model checking
the original design (in seconds and megabytes, respectively). The Minimization Time and Memory columns indicate
the resource requirements for minimization using the Lee and Yannakakis algorithm [30]. The Min. Design MC Time
column shows the time needed to model check the property on the minimized design. We were unable to isolate the
memory required to model check the minimized system, due to constraints in our experimental framework.
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through the main processing loop of the algorithm;M , the number of image operations;I, the number of intersection
operations;U , the number of union operations;D, the number of set-difference operations; andE, the number of
equality checks. These bounds will allow us to compare symbolic algorithms based on their worst-case behavior for
each of these operations. A BDD-based comparison, for example, would renderE constant,M exponential, and the
remaining variables polynomial in the size of the sets beingmanipulated.

4 Model Checking Invariances

An invariance is true of a system iff it holds in all reachablestates. Checking whether a system satisfies an invariance
proceeds in one of two ways [26].Forwards reachabilitystarts from the initial state and follows the transition relation
forwards, looking for a reachable bad state.Backwards reachabilitystarts from the bad states and follows the transi-
tion relation backwards, looking for the initial state. Each approach terminates when the desired type of state is found
or when the set of explored states hits a fixpoint. These algorithms carve the state space into disjoint sets of states,
where the states in each set agree on their minimum distance from the initial state (forwards reachability) or to a bad
state (backwards reachability). On each iteration, these algorithms split the set of unexplored states into those that
reach (backwards reachability) or are reached from (forwards reachability) the explored states. Thus, reachability and
minimization have a similar flavor. Since bisimulation minimization relies on pre-image, rather than image, computa-
tions, it appears more closely related to backwards reachability (henceforth, BR). This paper therefore compares BR
to bisimulation minimization.

Formally, BR iterates over two sets of states, as shown in theequations in Figure 2. Thefrontier states(F ) are the
new states discovered on each iteration. Theexplored states(S) consists of all states that have been on the frontier
during some previous iteration. The algorithm terminates when eitherF

i

= ; or init 2 F

i

. Figure 2 also depicts
how BR carves up the state space relative to these sets. Letn denote the number of iterations required for a given run
of BR to terminate. If there is a path from the initial state toa bad state,n is the length of the shortest such path. If
there is no such path,n is the length of the longest acyclic path from a good (but unreachable) state to a bad state.
It is clear from the equations that each iteration requires one image computation, one union computation, and one
difference computation. The termination checks at each iteration require one intersection (in the membership test) and
two equivalence checks.1 BR’s computation lower bound is thereforen � (M + U +D + 2E + I).

We finish this section with two lemmas about the setsS

i

andF
i

that we need for later proofs.

Lemma 1

S

i

= F

0

[

i�1

[

j=1

pre(F

j

)

1We test membership via intersection and an equivalence check, rather than use a direct membership test, because we have encounteredproblems
with the membership function in the release of the BDD package used for this project.
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Proof The proof is by induction oni. In the base case,i is zero. S
0

= Bad = F
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= S
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i

via the inductive
hypothesis,

S
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0
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[
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which yields the desired result. 2

Lemma 2 pre(F

0

[ : : :[ F

i�1

) � F

0

[ : : :[ F

i

.

Proof Expanding out the definitions of eachF
j

,

F

0

[ : : :[ F

i

= F

0

[ (pre(F

0

)� S

0

) [ : : :[ (pre(F

i�1

)� S

i�1

):

Applying Lemma 1 several times yieldsF
0

[pre(F

0

)[ : : :[pre(F

i�1

). Distributingpre over union yields the desired
result:pre(F

0

[ : : :[ Fi� 1) � F

0

[ : : :[ F

i

. 2

5 Three Bisimulation Minimization Algorithms

As shown in Section 2, bisimulation minimization algorithms repeatedly locate and stabilize unstable blocks. This
section discusses three bisimulation minimization algorithms: by Paige and Tarjan (henceforth PT) [32], Bouajjani,
Fernandez, and Halbwachs (henceforth BFH) [5], and Lee and Yannakakis (henceforth LY) [30]. We chose these
algorithms for the following reasons:

� PT: Has the best provable worst-case running time of traditional bisimulation minimization algorithms (those
that stabilize both reachable and unreachable blocks).

� BFH: Improves on PT by choosing only reachable blocks to stabilize on each iteration; however, it may stabilize
an unreachable block that was split off from the reachable block being stabilized in the current iteration.

� LY: Improves on BFH by never stabilizing an unreachable block.

By stabilizing few, if any, unreachable blocks, the BFH and LY algorithms are tailored to verification contexts. The
PT algorithm, although not so tailored, is interesting because its stabilization loop chooses splitters instead of blocks
to split (LY and BFH do the latter). None of the algorithms is fully symbolic. LY and BFH operate on a symbolically-
represented transition system and produce an explicit-state minimized transition system. PT is originally expressed
for explicit state systems; we converted it to the same hybrid symbolic/explicit style as LY and BFH.

Since model checking is our ultimate goal, our minimizationalgorithms should terminate early if they discover
that the invariant property fails. In other words, we wish touse the bisimulation minimization algorithms as on-the-fly
model checkers. In the sections that follow, we describe both the original algorithms and the algorithms we derived
from them to support early termination. Our algorithms havethe same spirit as the originals, and generally add no
more than an extra flag to each block to aid in detecting failedproperties. A system that has been minimized around
an invariance contains one reachable block if the property holds. In essence, we use this criterion to support early
termination. We prove that our algorithms behave as the originals when the tested property holds, and report failure if
the tested property does not hold. Our comparisons to BR are with respect to the new algorithms. The correspondence
proofs between the new and original algorithms allow us to extrapolate the results from our comparisons to the original
algorithms as well.

Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 discuss the original and new LY, BFH, and PT algorithms, respectively. We discuss the
algorithms in this order because LY bears the closest correspondence to BR, followed by BFH, followed by PT.
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stack:= fhB; initig, whereB is the initial block (1)
markhB; initi (2)
queue:= ; (3)
partition contains one block per combination of atomic propositions (4)

search: (5)
while stack6= ; do begin (6)

hB; pi := pop(stack) (7)
D := post(B) (8)
foreach block hC; qi containing a state inpost(p) do begin (9)

if B contains a state with no successor inC then enqueuehB; pi (10)
if hC; qi is unmarkedthen selectq fromC \ post(p) and pushhC; qi onto the stack (11)
add edgehB;pi ! hC; qi (12)
D := D� C (13)

end (14)
if D 6= ; then enqueuehB; pi (15)

end (16)

split: (17)
while queue6= ; do begin (18)

hB; pi := delete (queue) (19)
B

0 := fq 2 B : blocks(post(q)) = blocks(post(p))g (see Figure 4 for the code that does this) (20)
B

00

:= B � B

0 (21)
B := B

0 (22)
addB00 to the partition (23)
foreach edgehC; qi ! hB; pi in the minimized systemdo begin (24)

if ; 6= C \ pre(B) 6= C or ; 6= C \ pre(B

00

) 6= C then enqueuehC; qi (25)
if post(q) \B = ; then delete edgehC; qi ! hB; pi (26)
if post(q) \B00

6= ; then (27)
if the block forB00 is not markedthen (28)

selectp00
b

in post(q) \B00, markhB00

; p

00

b

i, and pushhB00

; p

00

b

i onto stack (29)
add edgehC; qi ! hB

00

; p

00

b

i (30)
endif (31)

end (32)
if stack6= ; then goto search (33)

end

Figure 3: The original Lee-Yannakakis combined bisimulation and reachability algorithm[30]. TupleshC; qi represent
blocks, whereC is the set of states andq is the representative of the block. The representative is undefined until a
block is determined to be reachable. The enqueue operation does not insert a block that is already in the queue.

B

0

:= B (34)
D := post(B) (35)
foreach edgehB; qi ! hC; qi in the marked graphdo begin (36)

B

0

:= B

0

\ pre(C) (37)
D := D �C (38)

end (39)
B

0

:= B

0

� pre(D)

Figure 4: Computing the states that agree with the representative on the next-state transitions in the Lee-Yannakakis
algorithm. This expands the definition ofB0 in line 20 of Figure 3.
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queue:= ; ; (1)
partition contains the good block and the bad block (2)
let hB; initi be the initial block (3)
if hB; initi is the bad blockthen signal safety violation and terminate (4)

search:D := post(B) (5)
foreach blockhC; qi containing a state inpost(init) do begin (6)

if hB; initi 6= hC; qi then signal safety violation and terminate (7)
if B \ pre(C) 6= B then enqueuehB; initi (8)
add edgehB; initi ! hC; qi (9)
D := D�C (10)

end (11)
if D 6= ; then enqueuehB; initi (12)

split: while queue6= ; do (13)
hB; initi := delete (queue) (14)
B

0

:= (B \ pre(B))� pre(post(B)� B) (15)
B

00

:= B �B

0 (16)
B := B

0 (17)
addB00 to the partition (18)
if ; 6= B \ pre(B) 6= B or ; 6= B \ pre(B

00

) 6= B then enqueuehB; initi (19)
if post(init) \B = ; then delete edgehB; initi ! hB; initi (20)
if post(init) \B00

6= ; then signal safety violation and terminate (21)
endwhile (22)

Figure 5: The new Lee-Yannakakis algorithm, with early termination for model checking invariant properties.

5.1 Lee-Yannakakis (LY)

The LY algorithm (Figures 3 and 4) stabilizes only reachableblocks. Accordingly, it must compute which blocks
are reachable. To assist in this effort, each reachable block has a representative that is guaranteed to be a reachable
state. The initial block has the initial state as its representative. At the start of the algorithm, only the initial block
is known to be reachable. If there exists a transition from the representative of a reachable blockA to a state in an
unreachable blockB, blockB becomes reachable. When the algorithm determines thatB is reachable, it chooses a
representative forB from amongB’s known reachable states. The algorithm contains two loops, as shown in Figure 3.
The search loop (line 5) uses a depth-first, stack-based search to look for new reachable blocks. The split loop (line
17) stabilizes unstable reachable blocks. Each loop can identify new blocks that the other loop must process. The
algorithm terminates when all reachable blocks are stable and no new blocks are reachable.

LY gives searching precedence over splitting; adapting LY to support early termination in invariance checking
is therefore straightforward. With the exception of the initial block, all blocks that the algorithm generates have
paths to the bad block; thus the on-the-fly algorithm should terminate early if a second block becomes reachable.
Therefore, when a new block is pushed onto the search stack (lines 11 and 29), the algorithm should raise a violation
and terminate. Given that only one block can be reachable if the property holds, the minimized transition system has
at most the edge from the initial block to itself.2 Taking this observation into account, the pseudocode for the new LY
algorithm appears in Figure 5. The split loop repeatedly stabilizes the initial block until either a second block becomes
reachable or the initial block is stable. LY henceforth refers to the new algorithm.

This process of repeated stabilization in LY seems quite similar to the repeated generation of frontier sets in BR.
To establish a formal correlation between the two algorithms, we want to prove that the set of states removed from the
initial block at each iteration of the LY split loop is the same as the frontier set from the corresponding iteration of BR.
Inside the split loop, LY creates a new block consisting of those states that reach outside of the current initial block.
The remaining states form the new initial block by construction. Figure 6 depicts this process, where setBS

i

is the
contents of the initial block at the end of iterationi (BS stands for “block states”). We can derive the equation forBS

i

2Given this, we could eliminate this edge, and thus the minimized transition relation as well. However, we store the edge in order to maintain
the correspondence between this algorithm and the originalLY algorithm.
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BS

0

= Good (5)

BS

i+1

= (BS

i

\ pre(BS

i

))� pre(post(BS

i

) �BS

i

) (6) BS0
BS1

BS2Good

Bad

Figure 6: The definition of the reachable blockBS
i

and how LY carves up the state space.

shown in Figure 6 from the pseudocode in Figure 5. We obtain this equation as follows: if the algorithm reaches the
split loop, then the initial state must have been a good state(line 4). This gives the definition ofBS

0

. If the algorithm
is in the split loop and reaches the start of the split loop again, the new definition ofB in hB; initi comes from line
15, which gives the equation forBS

i+1

in terms ofBS
i

.
We wish to prove that the difference between setsBS

i�1

andBS
i

in LY is the set of frontier statesF
i

computed
in BR. In addition, we want to prove thatBS

i

andS
i

are complements of one another. In order to simplify the proof,
we first simplify the equation from Figure 6 for computingBS

i

to the following:

BS

0

= Good (7)

BS

i+1

= (BS

i

\ pre(BS

i

)) � pre(BS

i

) (8)

The following lemma justifies that this simplification is valid.

Lemma 3 LetA0 be a set,A be a subset ofA0, and assume there is a transition relation defined fromA0 toA0. Then
(A \ pre(A)) � pre(post(A) � A) � (A \ pre(A)) � pre(A).

Proof The lemma statement is equivalent to

(A \ pre(A)) � pre(post(A) �A) � (A \ pre(A)) � (A \ pre(A)):

Clearly, the lemma holds if
pre(post(A) �A) � (A \ pre(A));

which asks whether thepre operation distributes over the expressionpost(A) � A.
This distribution is not equivalence preserving in the general case. It can fail if there exists some elementx that

is in A \ pre(A), but that is not inpre(post(A) \ A). More specifically, if it fails, then the universe must contain
elementsx, y

1

, andy
2

such that

1. (x; y

1

) and(x; y
2

) are both in the transition relation,

2. y
1

is in post(A) but not inA,

3. y
2

is inA, but not inpost(A), and

4. x reaches no element inpost(A) \A.

Sincey
2

is not inpost(A), x cannot be inA (since(x; y
2

) is in the transition relation). Therefore, this result can
only fail on elementsx that are not inA. However, each side of the expression in the lemma statementconcerns only
those values that are inA. We therefore do not care what happens to values ofx that are not inA. The distribution is
equivalence preserving for all values ofx in A, so the lemma holds. 2

We are now ready to prove the correspondence between the setsBS

i

that LY computes and the setsS
i

andF
i

computed during BR.

Lemma 4 For all iterationsi of LY’s split loop,S
i

= BS

i

andF
i+1

= BS

i

�BS

i+1

.
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BSi+1

Fi

BSi-1
BSi

Figure 7: Diagram used in proof of Lemma 4, showing how the LY algorithm carves the setBS
i�1

to create setsBS
i

andBS
i+1

.

Proof The proof is by induction oni. The base cases cover each expression wheni is zero. By definition,S
0

is the set
of bad states andBS

0

is the set of good states. By definition, the sets of good and bad states are disjoint and partition
the state space.S

0

= BS

0

therefore holds by definition.
For the other base case, we must prove thatF

1

= BS

0

� BS

1

. The argument consists of the following chains of
expressions:

F

1

= S

1

� S

0

= (S

0

[ pre(F

0

))� S

0

= (bad [ pre(bad)) � bad

= pre(bad)� bad

= pre(bad) \ good

BS

0

�BS

1

= good \BS

1

= good \ (good \ pre(good)� pre(good))

= good \ (good \ pre(good)� pre(bad))

= good \ (good [ pre(good) [ pre(bad))

= good \ (pre(good) [ pre(bad))

= good \ pre(bad) (�)

= F

1

The step marked (*) in the derivation ofBS
0

� BS

1

follows since the transition relation is total. Each state not
reaching a state ingoodmust reach a state inbadsincegoodandbadpartition the state space.

For the inductive case, assumeS
i�1

= BS

i�1

andF
i

= BS

i�1

� BS

i

. We want to prove thatS
i

= BS

i

and
F

i+1

= BS

i

�BS

i+1

. We consider each expression in turn. First, considerS

i

= BS

i

. There are two cases.

1. If x is in S
i

, then by definition,x is in S
i�1

[ pre(F

i�1

).

� If x is inS
i�1

, thenx is not inBS
i�1

by the inductive hypothesis. However, by definition,BS

i

is a subset
of BS

i�1

, sox cannot be inBS
i

.

� Now assumex is in pre(F
i�1

), but not inS
i�1

. Thenx is inpre(F
i�1

)�S

i�1

, sox is inF
i

by definition.
By the inductive hypothesis,x is inBS

i�1

�BS

i

, so it cannot be inBS
i

.

2. If x is not inBS
i

, there are two cases to consider.

� If x is not inBS
i�1

, then by the inductive hypothesis,x is in S
i�1

, sox is in S
i

by definition.

� If x is inBS
i�1

, then it is also inBS
i�1

� BS

i

, and hence inF
i

by the inductive hypothesis. It follows
from the definitions in Figure 2 thatF

i

= S

i

� S

i�1

, sox must be inS
i

� S

i�1

. Therefore,x is in S
i

.

Next, considerF
i+1

= BS

i

� BS

i+1

. Again, there are two cases to consider.

1. Assumex is inBS
i

� BS

i+1

. We need to show thatx is in F
i+1

, which is equivalent to showing thatx is in
pre(F

i

), but not inS
i

. Sincex is inBS
i

, it cannot be inS
i

, by the argument given earlier in this proof. Thus,
we only need to prove thatx is in pre(F

i

).

Sincex is in BS
i

, then by equation 8,x is in (BS

i�1

\ pre(BS

i�1

)) � pre(BS

i�1

). From the diagram in
Figure 7, sincex is in pre(BS

i�1

), x must reach one of the three cells in the figure. Ifx is not inpre(BS
i

),
thenx must be inpre(F

i

) according to the diagram. Ifx is in pre(BS
i

), thenx is also inBS
i

\ pre(BS

i

). By
assumption,x is not inBS

i+1

. Therefore,x must be inpre(BS
i

), else it would be inBS
i+1

by equation 8. By
the diagram in Figure 7,x therefore must be inpre(F

i

).
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2. Assumex is in F
i+1

. Thenx is in pre(F
i

), but not inS
i

. We must show thatx is in BS
i

but not inBS
i+1

.
Sincex is not inS

i

, it must be inBS
i

by the earlier argument in this proof. Therefore,x must lie in one of the
upper two cells in Figure 7. Ifx were inBS

i+1

(the uppermost cell), then by definition (equation 8) it could
not be inpre(BS

i

). It is clear from the figure thatF
i

is a subset ofBS
i

., sox cannot be inpre(F
i

). Since this
contradicts the assumptions for this case,x must lie in the middle cell, which is preciselyBS

i

�BS

i+1

.

2

Given this correlation, we expect LY and BR to perform the same number of iterations before detecting whether
an invariant property holds. Given the nature of when the termination checks are performed, LY actually finishes in
one iteration fewer than BR (unless neither does any iterations). The following collection of lemmas proves this (the
missing proofs appear in the appendix).

Lemma 5 For i > 1, LY starts thei + 1

st iteration of its split loop (Figure 5, line 13) iffpre(F
i

) \ S

i

6= ; and
post(init) \ F

i

= ;.

Lemma 6 If LY is in iterationi of the split loop and starts iterationi+1 of the split loop, then BR also enters iteration
i + 1.

Lemma 7 If LY terminates in theith iteration of the split loop, wherei > 0, then BR terminates in iterationi + 1.

Proof Assume LY starts iterationi, but terminates before reaching iterationi + 1. By Lemma 6, BR also enters
iterationi. Since LY didn’t reach iterationi+ 1, pre(F

i

) \ S

i

= ; or post(init) \ F
i

6= ; by Lemma 5. We consider
each case in turn. Ifpre(F

i

) \ S

i

= ;, thenF
i+1

is empty by definition, so BR terminates in iterationi + 1. If
post(init) \ F

i

6= ;, theninit is in pre(F
i

). Furthermore,init cannot be inS
i

, or BR would have terminated before
entering iterationi. By definition, then,init is inF

i+1

, so BR terminates in iterationi + 1. 2

Since BR and LY compute the same sets and require almost the same number of iterations, we would expect
them to do roughly the same amount of work. This is not the case, however, because the two algorithms compute the
frontier sets using different approaches. BR uses the current frontier statesF

i

, from which only one image computation
is needed to computeF

i+1

. In the spirit of computing with only reachable blocks, LY must computeF
i+1

using only
those states inBS

i

. According to the equation forBS
i+1

in Figure 6, this requires three image computations. LY
therefore does more work to compute the frontier sets than does BR.

The computation lower bound for LY is evident from the pseudocode in Figure 5. Line 15 does3M + I + 2D.
Line 16 addsD. Line 19 performs one or twoM + I +2E computations3. Lines 20 and 21 contributeM + 2I + 2E.
Assuming line 19 performs only one of its two comparisons, LYdoes a minimum of5M+4I+3D+4E computations
per iteration. Since LY does only one fewer iteration than BRby Lemma 7, we conclude that LY does a non-trivial
factor more computations than does BR. Although one cannot prove that LY requires more time or memory than BR,
given the differences in the intermediate BDDs used by each algorithm, the sheer increase in image computations that
LY performs suggests that this will be the case in the contextof BDDs. Our experimental results in Section 6 confirm
this.

We conclude this section with proofs that the new LY algorithm is a valid on-the-fly model checker, and that it
corresponds to the original algorithm for properties that hold. Let LY

ET

be the early termination version of LY given
in Figure 5. Let LY be the original LY pseudocode given in Figures 3 and 4.

Lemma 8 LY
ET

terminates with a safety violation iff the given invariant property fails.

Proof We consider each direction in turn. Assume LY
ET

terminates with a safety violation. Then it must have
terminated on one of lines 4, 7, or 21 in Figure 5. If it terminated on line 4, then the initial state is bad and the property
must fail. If it terminated on line 7, thenpost(init) must have included a state in the bad block since the search code
is only executed once (on the good block) and there are only two blocks in the partition (the good block and the bad
block) at that point. The property must fail in this case since the initial state can reach a bad state. If the algorithm
terminated on line 21, thenpost(init) includes some state in setB00, as computed on line 16.B00 corresponds to
BS

i

� BS

i+1

, which is equivalent to the frontier setF
i+1

from BR by Lemma 4. By construction, the states in each

3The computations ofpre(B) on lines 15 and 19 are different becauseB changed on line 17.
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frontier set reach the bad state. Sinceinit can reach some state in this frontier,init also has a path to a bad state, so
the property must fail.

Now, assume the invariant property fails. Then there must bea path from the initial stateinit to some bad state.
We consider three cases depending on the length of that path:

1. If the path has length 0, then the initial state is a bad state. In this case, the algorithm terminates with a safety
violation on line 4.

2. If the path has length 1, then the initial state can directly reach a bad state. In this case, the bad block will be
processed in theforeach loop at line 6 during the search from the good block starting at line 5. Since the good
and bad blocks are distinct, the algorithm terminates on line 7 with a safety violation.

3. Assume the path has lengthi, wherei > 1. Then by construction,init must be in the frontier setF
i

from BR,
andinit must reach a state inF

i�1

. By Lemma 4,F
i�1

corresponds toBS
i

�BS

i+1

. By definition of the sets
BS

i

then,F
i�1

corresponds to setB00 in the ith iteration of the LY
ET

split loop. Therefore,post(init) must
contain a state inB00, so the algorithm terminates on line 21 with a safety violation.

2

Lemma 9 Assume LY
ET

and LY start with the same initial partition. If LY
ET

reaches the split loop for theith time,
it has the same partition, queue contents, and minimized transition relation as LY does upon reaching the split loop
for theith time. Furthermore, once LY reaches line 8 for the first time, the stack becomes non-empty only if the given
invariant property fails to hold.

Proof The proof is by induction oni. Since both algorithms start with the same initial partition, the lemma holds at
iteration 0. The blockhB; initi identified in each algorithm is the same by definition. Consider LY (Figure 3). The
block popped from the stack in the search loop ishB; initi. By manual inspection, the code in the search loops of the
two algorithms is identical minus line 11 which putshC; qi into the stack. In this first iteration of the search loop, there
are two possible values forhC; qi: the good block and the bad block. If it is the good block, thenhC; qi is identical to
hB; initi. SincehB; initi has been marked (line 2), theif statement at line 11 is never taken, so the two algorithms
processhC; qi in the same way. IfhC; qi is the bad block, it is pushed onto the stack. However, in thiscase there must
be a transition frominit to a state in bad, so the property must fail to hold.

Therefore, if LY
ET

is still running after the first iteration of the search loop,both algorithms agree thathB; initi
is in the queue and that the stack is empty. Neither the partition nor the transition relation have been changed. The two
algorithms therefore agree on the partition, queue contents, and minimized transition relation at the start of the first
iteration through the split loop.

Assume LY
ET

and LY have the same partition and queue contents at the startof iterationi of their respective split
loops. We must show they have the same partition, queue contents, and minimized transition relation after iteration
i + 1, unless the invariant property fails. According to LY

ET

, the top of the queue is the currenthB; initi. LY
ET

has
created at most one edge in the minimized transition system,namely fromhB; initi to itself. The first line at which
the two algorithms disagree is the one that computesB

0 (line 15 in LY
ET

, line 20 in LY). In LY,B0 is computed using
the code given in Figure 4. Since the two algorithms agree on the minimized transition relations, LY has at most an
edge fromhB; initi to itself. We can therefore flatten theforeach loop at line 36 into lines 37 and 38, substitutingB
for C. Inlining the sequence of resulting definitions for Figure 4, we get the equation forB0 given in line 15 of LY

ET

.
By a similar argument, LY will do at most one iteration of theforeach loop at line 24. SincehC; qi must be

hB; initi, we can substituteB for C andinit for q in the lines in theforeach loop (lines 25–31). The resulting code
matches that in LY

ET

until theif statement at line 28. The condition at line 28 of LY matches that on line 21 of LY
ET

.
If this condition holds, the property fails by Lemma 8. If this condition does not hold, then each algorithm reaches the
end of the split loop without making any additional changes.Since the two algorithms executed the same steps unless
the invariant property failed, they must have made the same changes to the queue contents, partition, and transition
relation. The inductive case therefore holds. 2

5.2 Bouajjani-Fernandez-Halbwachs (BFH)

Like LY, BFH selects reachable blocks to stabilize. The two algorithms differ mainly in how they stabilize reachable
blocks. LY stabilizes a reachable block with respect to onlyreachable blocks, which is sufficient for verification. BFH,
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R = f[init]

�

g;S = ; (1)
while R 6= S do (2)

chooseX in R� S (3)
let N = split(X;�); (4)
if N = fXg then (5)
S := S [ fXg; (6)
R := R [ fpost

�

(q)jq 2 Xg; (7)
else (8)
R := R� fXg; (9)
if 9Y 2 N such thatinit 2 Y then (10)
R := R [ fY g; (11)

S := S � fY 2 SjX 2 post

�

(Y )g; (12)
� := (� � fXg) [N ; (13)

endif (14)
endwhile (15)

split(X;�) : (16)
N = fXg; (17)
foreach Y 2 � do (18)

M := ;; (19)
foreachW in N do (20)

let W
1

= W \ pre(Y ); (21)
if W

1

= W orW
1

= ; then (22)
M := M [ fWg (23)

else M := M [ fW

1

;W �W

1

g; (24)
endfor (25)
N := M ; (26)

endfor (27)

Figure 8: The original BFH algorithm [5]. Lines 1–15 define the main algorithm; lines 16–27 define the split routine
used by the main algorithm. For statesX, post

�

(X) denotes blocks in the partition� that contain an element of
post(X). [init]

�

denotes the initial block.R is the set of all blocks known to be reachable.S is the set of all blocks
that are stable with respect to the current partition.

G

0

= Good (9)

G

i+1

= G

i

\ pre(G

i

)� (pre(H

1

) [ : : : [ pre(H

j�j�1

)) (10)

(whereH
1

: : :H

j�j�1

are all the blocks in the partition� other thanG
i

)

Bad

A B
N1

N2

Good

Figure 9: The equations for the unmarked blockG

i

in BFH and how the algorithm carves up the state space.

on the other hand, stabilizes reachable blocks with respectto all blocks, reachable or unreachable. This results in a
somewhat simpler algorithm, at the expense of some unnecessary work.

The BFH algorithm (Figure 8) maintains two lists, one of reachable blocks (R) and one of stable blocks (S).
Initially, only the initial block is reachable and no blocksare stable. At each iteration, the algorithm selects a reachable
but unstable block and stabilizes it with respect to every block in the partition (lines 3 and 4). If no new blocks are
created, the original block was stable. It therefore goes into the stable list and blocks that are reachable from the
original block become reachable (lines 5-7). If new blocks are created, the algorithm adds them to the partition,
updates the initial block (if necessary), and removes from the stable blocks list those blocks that became unstable as a
result of the split (lines 9-13). The algorithm terminates when all reachable blocks are stable.

Figure 9 shows how the BFH algorithm carves up the state spaceover the first two iterations when checking an
invariant property. In the diagram,N

1

labels the slice of states that is removed from the initial block on the first
iteration. BFH dividesN

1

into two blocksA (left) andB (right).A contains those states that reach both the bad block
and the good block.B contains those states that reach only the bad block.N

1

(A[B) contains the same states as the
frontier setF

1

from BR (the same set of states removed during the first iteration of LY). In the second iteration, BFH
removes the states in the slice labeledN

2

from the initial block. These are the same states as are inF

2

. However,N
2

consists of six disjoint blocks as marked in the diagram, as opposed to the single frontier set of BR or the single new
block that LY produces. There is one new block for each combination of blocks to which a state may have next state
transitions, as shown by the arrows leaving the blocks inN

2

.
Adding early termination to BFH requires a little more work than for LY. As in LY, BFH could terminate when a
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I = [init]

�

; (1)
Mark the bad block (2)
while I is not markeddo (3)

N := split(I; �); (4)
if N = fIg then (5)

if post
�

(I) � fIg 6= ; then (6)
Signal safety violation and terminate (7)

else break ; (8)
endif (9)

else (10)
� := (� � fXg) [N ; (11)
I := [init]

�

; (12)
endif (13)

endwhile (14)
if I is markedthen signal safety violation (15)

split(X;�) : (16)
N = fXg; (17)
foreach Y 2 � do (18)

M := ;; (19)
foreachW in N do (20)

let W
1

= W \ pre(Y ); (21)
if W

1

= W orW
1

= ; then (22)
if Y is marked andW = W

1

then markW (23)
M := M [ fWg (24)

else (25)
if Y orW is markedthen markW

1

(26)
if W is markedthen markW �W

1

(27)
M := M [ fW

1

;W �W

1

g; (28)
endif (29)

endfor (30)
N := M ; (31)

endfor (32)
return N (33)

Figure 10: The new BFH algorithm supporting early termination for verifying invariant properties. The only new
variable over the original algorithm isI, which holds the initial block.

second block becomes reachable. This would correctly determine violations of invariant properties, but not necessarily
as soon as they occur. BFH augments the set of reachable blocks only when the block chosen to be split is stable.
However, the algorithm may traverse a path from the bad blockto the initial state before the initial block becomes
stable (we have encountered this case experimentally). Therefore, the algorithm takes extra iterations to terminate in
the face of property failure. LY does not take these extra iterations because it tests for reachability within each split
iteration, regardless of whether the processed block is stable. We can make BFH terminate as soon as possible by
recording whether there is a path from each block to a bad state. We augment each block with a marker flag which
is on when every state in the block has a path to a bad state. If the initial block becomes marked, the algorithm can
terminate, regardless of whether the initial block is stable. BFH henceforth refers to the new algorithm, which appears
in Figure 10.

As for LY, we would like to characterize the subset of the goodstates that have not yet been found to reach other
blocks at the start of each iteration through the split loop.Let G

i

denote this set. Figure 9 provides equations for
computingG

i

based on the BFH pseudocode in Figure 10. The following lemmashows the correspondence between
eachG

i

and the setsBS
i

defined for LY.

Lemma 10 LetBS
i

andG
i

be defined as in Figures 6 and 9, respectively. For alli up to the number of iterations of
LY,G

i

= BS

i

.

Proof The proof is by induction oni. By definition, bothBS
0

andG
0

are the good states, so the base case holds.
AssumeG

i

= BS

i

. We want to prove thatG
i+1

= BS

i+1

. Consider their definitions.

BS

i+1

= (BS

i

\ pre(BS

i

)) � pre(BS

i

)

G

i+1

= G

i

\ pre(G

i

)� (pre(H

1

) [ : : :[ pre(H

j�j�1

))

SinceG
i

= BS

i

, this is true ifpre(BS
i

) = (pre(H

1

) [ : : : [ pre(H

j�j�1

)); which is equivalent to asking whether

pre(BS

i

) = pre(H

1

[ : : :[H

j�j�1

): Thus, it suffices to show thatBS
i

= H

1

[ : : :[H

j�j�1

, or equivalently, that

G

i

= H

1

[ : : : [H

j�j�1

. But by definition,H
1

[ : : : [H

j�j�1

is the union of all blocks in the partition other than

G

i

. Since the blocks in a partition are disjoint and cover the state space by definition, each state not inG

i

must be in
H

1

[ : : :[H

j�j�1

and vice-versa. The lemma therefore holds. 2
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pre(B1)

pre(B2) pre(B2)

split(X,   )ρ

X

- pre(B1)

- pre(B2) - pre(B2). . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
Figure 11: The operation of the BFH stabilization routine. Each path through the tree specifies an expression that
yields a subset of the set of statesX. The expression is formed by concatenating the expressionsfound at each node
on the path. For example, taking the leftmost branch would yield expressionX \ pre(B

1

) \ : : : \ pre(B

n

), where
n is the number of blocks. BFH computes the sets in this tree using breadth-first search, so only one pre-image set is
required at each step through the split algorithm.

This correspondence betweenG
i

andBS
i

also suggests a correlation in the number of iterations thatthese algo-
rithms take before terminating. The next group of lemmas proves that BFH generally terminates after the same number
of iterations as does BR.

Lemma 11 If a blockH is marked in BFH, then all states inH have a path to a bad state.

Lemma 12 G

i

is the only unmarked block in iterationi of the BFHwhile loop.

Lemma 13 If BR terminates in iteration 0, BFH terminates after at mostone call to its split routine. If BFH terminates
without executing split, then BFH terminates in iteration 0. For all i > 0, BR terminates in iterationi iff BFH
terminates after executing its split routinei times.

Proof BR terminates whenF
i

= ; or init 2 F

i

. BFH terminates ifI (the initial block) is marked (line 15) orI is
stable (lines 5-8). Assumei is zero. By definition,F

0

is the set of bad states. Ifinit is inF
0

, then by definition,init
is in the bad block, so BFH will terminate when it first reachesthewhile loop at line 3. If BR terminates becauseF

i

is empty, then there is no bad block. Thus, since the transition relations are total, BFH will determine that the initial
block is stable after one iteration, at which point BFH will terminate. If BFH terminates before calling split, then the
initial block was marked the first time BFH reached thewhile loop at line 3. By definition,init must have been in the
bad block, soinit is inF

0

by definition.
Assume neither BR nor BFH terminated in theith iteration of the split loop. We must prove that BR terminatesin

iterationi+1 iff BFH terminates in iterationi+1. Combining Lemmas 4 and 10,F
i

= G

i�1

�G

i

. We use this result
several times in this proof.

For the forwards direction, we must show that the termination conditions of BR imply the termination conditions
for BFH. If F

i

= ;, thenG
i�1

� G

i

= ;. In this case,I must be stable. Therefore, the test at line 5 succeeds. Since
both branches of theif statement at lines 6-8 result in termination, this case holds. BR may also terminate ifinit 2 F

i

.
If init 2 F

i

, theninit is inG
i�1

�G

i

, soG
i�1

was unstable (sinceG
i�1

does not equalG
i

). BFH therefore reaches
theelse clause at line 10. By Lemma 12,G

i

is the only unmarked block after iterationi. Sinceinit is not inG
i

, init
must be in some marked block. Therefore, the next test at line3 would fail, so BFH would not enter thewhile loop on
thei + 1

st iteration.
For the backwards direction, we must show that the termination conditions of BFH imply the termination condi-

tions for BR. BFH terminates under two conditions: if the initial block I is marked or if the initial block is stable. If
I is marked, then by Lemma 11, all states inI have a path to a bad state. SinceI containsinit (by definition), there
must be a path frominit to a bad state. HadI be marked in the previous iteration, BFH would have terminated. Hence
init must be inG

i�1

� G

i

(sinceG
i

is the unmarked block at each iteration by Lemma 12). Therefore, init is inF
i

,
so BR would also terminate. In the other case, whereI is stable after BFH executes the split loop,G

i�1

= G

i

, soF
i

is empty. BR also terminates in this case. 2
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We can determine the lower bound for BFH from the pseudocode in Figure 10. The only symbolic computations
in the left column of pseudocode occur at line 6, when locating the blocks reachable from the stable initial block.
Since the algorithm terminates after executing this step, this code is only executed once and all split iterations occur
before this point. The bound therefore focuses on the split loop computations. Over lines 21 and 22 of the split code,
the algorithm doesM + I + 2E symbolic computations. This code is executed at least once for every block in the
current partition�. For each new block created, the algorithm also does one difference computation at line 28. The
lower bound therefore depends on the number of blocks existing at each iteration. At a minimum, each iteration adds
one block (else the initial block is stable, and the algorithm will terminate). In the first iteration, there are two blocks
(the good block and the bad block). Iterationj therefore contains at leastj + 1 blocks.

The lower bound is therefore
P

n

j=1

(j + 1) � (M + I + 2E) +D; wheren is the number of BFH iterations taken.

This is equivalent to(M + I + 2E) �

n

2

+3n

2

+ n �D: Given the correlation between the numbers of iterations of BR
and BFH from Lemma 13, this is an order of magnitude more imagecomputations than theO(n) image computations
performed by either BR or LY. Furthermore, in this minimal case, the sets on which the images are computed across
BR and BFH would be identical. (However, as the number of setsgets larger, the sizes of the sets for which BFH
computes images gets smaller, which may well offset the costof the extra computations). We therefore expect BFH to
require more resources than BR, particularly as the number of iterations increases. For similar reasons, we also expect
BFH to require more resources than LY on examples requiring many iterations. The experiments reported in Section 6
explore these hypotheses.

We conclude this section with proofs that the new BFH algorithm is a valid on-the-fly model checker, and that it
is faithful to the original algorithm. Let BFH

ET

be the early termination version of BFH given in Figure 10. Let BFH
be the original BFH pseudocode given in Figure 8.

Lemma 14 BFH
ET

terminates with a safety violation iff the given invariant property fails.

Proof We consider each direction in turn. Assume BFH
ET

terminates with a safety violation. Then it does so on one
of lines 7 and 15 of Figure 10. If it terminated on line 15, theninitial block was marked; by Lemma 11, the initial
state must have had a path to a bad state, so the property fails. If the algorithm terminated on line 7, then the condition
on line 6, namelypost

�

(I) � fIg 6= ;, must have held. This condition tests whether the initial block, which must be
stable to have passed the test on line 5, reaches states in some other block. If this condition passed, then the initial
state must reach some state in another block; that other block must be marked, and hence indicate a path to a bad state,
by Lemmas 11 and 12. The property therefore fails.

Now assume the property fails. Then by definition there exists a path from the initial state to a bad state. We
consider two cases depending upon the length of that path:

1. If the path has length 0, then the initial state is a bad state by definition. In this case, BFH
ET

marks the initial
block at line 2 and fails to enter thewhile loop at line 3. It goes to line 15 and terminates with a safety violation.

2. Assume the path has lengthi wherei > 0. Then by construction,init must be in the frontier setF
i

from BR,
andinit must reach a state inF

i�1

. Combining Lemmas 4 and 10,F
i

= G

i�1

�G

i

. Sinceinit is inG
i�1

�G

i

,
G

i�1

must have been unstable. BFH
ET

therefore reaches theelse clause at line 10. By Lemma 12,G
i

is the
only unmarked block after iterationi. Sinceinit is not inG

i

, init must be in some marked block. Therefore,
the next test at line 3 would fail, and the algorithm would terminate with a safety violation at line 15.

2

Lemma 15 If the invariant property holds, then after each iterationi of itswhile loop (line 3), BFH
ET

has the same
partition as BFH does after iterationi of itswhile loop (line 3). Furthermore, the initial block is the only block in the
set of reachable blocks (R) in BFH and the setS in BFH is empty until the final iteration.

Proof The proof is by induction oni. In the base case,i is 0. Both algorithms start with the same initial partition
consisting of the good and bad blocks. The initial block is the only reachable block, soR in BFH containsI; S in
BFH is empty.

Assume the two algorithms have the same partitions at the start of their ith iterations, thatR in BFH contains only
the initial block, and thatS in BFH is empty. Then at line 3, BFH must choose the initial block as blockX. Each
algorithm calls its split routine on the initial block. The code for the split routines is the same across the two algorithms
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The Paige-Tarjan algorithm:

1. (Select a refining block) Remove some blockS from C (blockS is a compound block ofX). Examine the first two blocks
in the list of blocks ofQ contained inS. LetB be the smaller (break a tie arbitrarily).

2. (updateX) RemoveB from S and create a new (simple) blockS0 of X containingB as its only block ofQ. If S is still
compound, putS back intoC.

3. (refineQ with respect toB) For each blockD of Q containing some element ofpre(B), splitD into D
1

= D \ pre(B)

andD
2

= D �D

1

(i.e., replaceD in Q with D
1

andD
2

). If D
2

is empty, eliminate it fromQ. If it is non-empty and the
block ofX containingD

1

andD
2

has been made compound by the split, add it toC.

4. (refineQ with respect toS � B) For each blockD of Q containing some element ofpre(B) � pre(S � B), splitD into
D

1

= D \ pre(B) � pre(S � B) andD
2

= D �D

1

(i.e., replaceD in Q with D
1

andD
2

). If D
2

is empty, eliminate it
fromQ. If it is non-empty and the block ofX containingD

1

andD
2

has been made compound by the split, add it toC.

Figure 12: The original Paige-Tarjan algorithm [32], minusdetails relevant only to their data structures for nodes and
edges.Q is the current partition.X is a previous partition.Q refinesX. C is the set of compound blocks ofX.

with the exception of the lines that mark blocks in BFH
ET

. These lines do not affect the partitions, so the two split
routines return the same partitions in terms of block contents. There are then two cases to consider, depending on
whether the initial block was stable.

1. If the initial block was stable, then theif tests at line 5 in each algorithm passes. In BFH, the initial block goes
into the listS of stable blocks. Since the property holds, no new blocks areadded toR at line 7. The setsR
andS now contain the same blocks, so BFH terminates without changing the partition again. Since the property
holds, BFH

ET

reaches thebreak statement on line 8 and terminates without changing the partition again. The
two algorithms therefore terminate with the same partition.

2. If the initial block was not stable, then BFH removes the initial block fromR at line 9 and puts it back intoR
at line 11.R therefore contains only the initial block at the end of this iteration. BFH doesn’t add anything to
S, soS remains empty. Both BFH and BFH

ET

update their partitions� in the same way on lines 13 and 11,
respectively, so the partitions are also the same at the end of the ith iteration.

2

5.3 Paige-Tarjan (PT)

Unlike LY and BFH, PT does not distinguish between reachableand unreachable blocks [32]. Instead, it stabilizes
every block with respect to all blocks. PT is interesting to this study because, unlike LY and BFH which choose
blocks to stabilize, PT chooses splitters and stabilizes the entire system with respect to each splitter. This bounds how
many times each state appears in a splitter, which leads to the low (n logn, wheren is the number of states) worst-
case running time of the PT algorithm compared to other (explicit-state) minimization algorithms. To aid in choosing
splitters, PT maintains two partitions: the current partitionQ and a previous partitionX which refinesQ, as shown in
the pseudocode in Figure 12. PT chooses splitters by lookingfor blocks ofX that contain states from multiple blocks
of Q; such blocks ofX are calledcompound. After selecting a compound block, PT uses the enclosed block with the
smallest number of states as the splitter. The algorithm terminates whenQ = X, which indicates that all blocks are
stable.

We modify PT to support early termination by adding bad path markers to blocks, as we did for BFH; the new
algorithm appears in Figure 13. On each iteration, if the splitterB is marked, then we propagate markings to all blocks
that reachB. Our new PT algorithm contains at most one unmarked block at each iteration. If the splitter is not
marked, we can propagate markings to all blocks that do not reach the splitter (because they must reach some other,
marked, block). As in BFH, early termination occurs if the initial block becomes marked. Henceforth, PT refers to the
new algorithm.

The algorithm in Figure 13 includes an additional modification: it never splits marked blocks. For checking
invariant properties, we only care about whether the initial block can reach a marked block. Therefore, we want to
stabilize the initial block with respect to other (marked and unmarked) blocks. Stabilizing a blockA with respect
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initializeX to fUg (1)
initializeQ to the initial partitionfGood;Badg (2)
set the initial block to the block containing the initial state (3)
markBad (4)
while Q 6= X and the initial block is not markeddo (5)

select some compound blockS fromX (6)
letB be the block inS with the smallest number of states (7)
removeB from S and add blockS0 containing onlyB toX (8)
E

1

= pre(B) (9)
E

2

= E

1

� pre(S �B) (10)
foreach blockD of Q that contains an element ofE

1

and is unmarked (11)
D

1

= D \E

1

(12)
D

2

= D�D

1

(13)
ReplaceD in Q with blockD

1

; re-direct pointer toD in X toD
1

(14)
if B is markedthen markD

1

endif (15)
if D

2

is non-emptythen (16)
addD

2

toQ (17)
if B is not markedthen markD

2

endif (18)
add a pointer toD

2

within block ofX containingD
1

(19)
endif (20)
if D

1

contains an element ofE
2

then (21)
D

11

= D

1

\E

2

(22)
D

12

= D

1

�D

11

(23)
ReplaceD

1

in Q with blockD
11

; re-direct pointer toD
1

in X toD
11

(24)
if B is marked orD

1

is markedthen markD
11

endif (25)
if D

12

is non-emptythen (26)
addD

12

toQ (27)
add a pointer toD

12

within block ofX containingD
11

(28)
markD

12

(29)
endif (30)

endif (31)
if D was the initial blockthen (32)

set the initial block to the block containing the initial state (33)
endfor (34)

endwhile (35)
if the initial block is markedthen signal safety violation (36)

Figure 13: The new Paige-Tarjan algorithm, supporting early termination for verifying invariant properties. Unlike the
original, it also handles symbolically-represented transition systems and does not split marked blocks.
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G12G11 G2

Bad

Good
X

0

= fUg

Q

0

= fBad;Goodg

X

1

= fBad;Goodg

Q

1

= fG

11

;G

12

; G

2

g

Figure 14: How the new PT algorithm carves up the state space on the first iteration.Q is the current partition.X is
the previous partition used in the selection of splitters.U denotes the entire state space. This diagram assumes that the
bad block is chosen as the first splitter. The dashed arrows point to states outside of the bad block (which would be the
good block in practice, but this iteration of the algorithm views the split as entirely relative to the bad block).

B marked B unmarked
D

1

marked line 15
D

2

marked line 18
D

11

marked line 25
D

12

marked line 29 line 29

Table 2: When (and where) the PT early termination algorithmin Figure 13 marks blocks as having paths to bad states.
If a cell contains a line number, the block is marked at the indicated line in Figure 13. If a cell in the table is left blank,
the algorithm leaves the corresponding block unmarked.

to block aB stabilizesA with respect to any blocks that later split off fromB. Therefore, splitting marked blocks
does not help stabilize the initial block. This modificationleads to substantial savings of computational resources in
practice. Furthermore, it is still in the spirit of the original PT, since we have not modified how splitters are chosen.

Figure 14 shows how our new algorithm carves up the state space on the first iteration. As in BFH, the union
of blocksG

11

, G
12

, andG
2

is the frontierF
1

from BR. However, on subsequent iterations, the new blocks may not
contain the entire next frontier set because the chosen splitter may contain only a subset of the previous frontier. For
this reason, the correlation between the sets computed in each iteration of PT and BR is less precise than for LY or
BFH. Correspondingly, as the following lemmas show, PT may require more iterations than BR to terminate.

Lemma 16 At the start of every iteration through the PTwhile loop (line 5 in Figure 13), at most one block inQ
remains unmarked.

Lemma 17 PT marks a newly created block only if every state in the blockhas a path to a bad state.

Lemma 18 At the end of iterationi in PT, the unmarked blockU
i

is stable with respect toB (the splitter) andS�B.

Lemma 19 Let U
i

be the unmarked block at iterationi of PT and letM be a marked block. IfU
i

andM are in
different blocks ofX, thenU

i

is stable with respect toM .

Lemma 20 Let fU
i

;M

1

; : : : ;M

k

g be the block ofX containing the unmarked blockU
i

at the start of iterationi of
PT. If one ofU

i

;M

1

; : : : ;M

k

is chosen as the splitter in iterationi, U
i+1

� pre(U

i

[M

1

[ : : :[M

k

).

Lemma 21 LetU
i

denote the unmarked block at the start of iterationi of PT. LetfU
i

;M

1

; : : : ;M

k

g be the block of
X that containsU

i

. M
1

[ : : :[M

k

� F

0

[ : : :[ F

i�1

, where eachF
j

is a frontier set as defined for BR.

Lemma 22 At the end of each iterationi of PT, if there exists an unmarked blockU
i

thenS
i

� U

i

, whereS
i

is the set
of explored states from the definition of BR.

Lemma 23 If F
i

from BR is non-empty andU
i�1

is stable in PT, then the invariant property being tested must fail.
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Lemma 24 PT requires at least as many iterations as BR does to terminate.

Proof First, assume the invariant property holds. PT only terminates when every block in the system is stable. If BR
requiresn iterations to terminate and PT terminates in iterationj wherej < n, thenU

j�1

would be stable whileF
j

is non-empty. Thus the invariant property would fail, whichviolates our assumption. Therefore, by Lemma 23, PT
cannot terminate in fewer iterations than BR.

Now assume the invariant property fails. Then BR terminatesbecauseinit 2 F

n

for somen � 0. Since the
frontier sets are all disjoint,F

n

must be the first frontier set containinginit. By definition the ofF
n

(Figure 2),init
must be inpre(F

n�1

). PT reports the invariant property as failed when the initial block becomes marked; this happens
when the initial block reaches a marked block. Since the firstfrontier setinit reaches isF

n�1

, the unmarked block
must reachF

n�1

before the invariant property can be reported to fail. Sincethe unmarked block is only ever stabilized
with respect to the marked blocks in its same compound block of X (by Lemma 19), the element ofF

n�1

that init
reaches must be in one of the marked blocks in the compound block holding the marked block. By Lemma 21, this
cannot happen until at least iterationn of PT, so PT needs at leastn iterations to mark the initial block. 2

We derive the lower bound for PT from the pseudocode in Figure13. The lower bound contains2M+D operations
per iteration from lines 9 and 10 of the pseudocode. The membership test on line 11 contributesI+E. If the unmarked
block has a transition to the chosen splitter, the algorithmdoes at leastI+D+E from lines 12, 13, and 16, and possibly
anotherI+D+E from lines 22, 23, and 26. The membership test on line 21 contributes anotherI+E. In the minimal
case, however, the unmarked block would not have a transition to the splitter. The lower bound for PT is therefore
n � (2M +D + I + E), wheren is the number ofwhile loop iterations that PT takes. By Lemma 24, the number of
BR iterations is a lower bound for the number of PT iterations. PT will therefore perform at least twice as many image
computations as BR, possibly many more. We therefore expectBR to also outperform PT.

We conclude this section with a proof that our new PT is a validon-the-fly model checker. We also prove a limited
correspondence between our version of PT and the original version. This correspondence is weaker than those for LY
or BFH due to our optimization of not splitting unreachable blocks in PT. Let PT

ET

be the early termination version
of PT given in Figure 13. Let PT be the original PT pseudocode given in Figure 12.

Lemma 25 PT
ET

terminates with a safety violation iff the given invariant property fails.

Proof We consider each direction in turn. Assume PT
ET

terminates with a safety violation. The pseudocode (Fig-
ure 13) only reports a safety violation on the last line (line36), and then only if the initial block is marked. By
Lemma 17, a block is marked only if every state in it has a path to a bad state. Thus, if the state containing the initial
block becomes marked, the initial block has a path to a bad state and the property fails.

Now assume the property does not hold. Then by definition, there exists a path from the initial state to a bad state.
We consider three cases depending upon the minimal length ofsuch a path (where the length is the number of edges
in the path):

1. If the minimal length is 0, then the initial state is a bad state. The initial state is therefore in the bad block, which
is marked at line 4 of PT

ET

. Since the initial block is now marked, the algorithm does not enter thewhile loop
at line 5, going instead to line 36. The algorithm raises a safety violation on line 36 and terminates.

2. If the minimal length is 1, then the initial state must havea transition to a state in the bad block. The splitter in
the first iteration must be either the good block or the bad block, as they are the only two blocks in the initial
partition. If the splitter is the good block, theninit reaches something inS �B, soinit goes into either block
D

2

or blockD
12

. If the splitter is the bad block, theinit reaches something inB, soinit goes into blockD
1

,
D

11

, orD
12

. In either case,init ends up in a marked block, as shown in Table 2. The initial block is therefore
marked at the end of this iteration, and the algorithm will terminate with a safety violation.

3. Assume the minimal length is greater than one. We must prove that PT
ET

eventually marks the initial block.
Let init0 refer to the second state on this path (the one thatinit reaches). Since the path has length at least two,
both init andinit0 must be in the good block in the initial partition (otherwisethere would be a shorter path
from init to a bad state).

The algorithm cannot terminate withinit andinit0 in the same block. If it did, theninit andinit0 would agree
on all of their transitions to other blocks. This would implya path frominit to a bad state that could bypass
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init

0, and thus be shorter than the current minimal length path. Sinceinit andinit0 start in the same block of
the partition and must eventually end up in different blocksof the partition, there must exist an iteration that
splitsinit andinit0 into separate blocks.

Let i be the first iteration afterinit and init0 have been separated. LetfU
i

;M

1

; : : : ;M

k

g be the compound
block containing the unmarked block at iterationi. We can assume that the initial block is still unmarked, else
we would have terminated with a safety violation.init is therefore inU

i

. init0 is in someM
j

, since any states
split off from the unmarked block during a given iteration gointo blocks in the same compound block as the
unmarked block (lines 19 and 28). Eventually, the algorithmmust choose one ofU

i

orM
j

as the splitter. IfU
i

is the splitter, theninit0 is in S � B. This placesinit into eitherD
2

orD
12

, both of which become marked by
Table 2. IfM

j

is the splitter, theninit reachesB, which makes the initial block one ofD
1

, D
11

, orD
12

. Each
of these is marked according to Table 2. Thus the initial block must eventually become marked, so the algorithm
must terminate with a safety violation.

2

Lemma 26 If the property holds, then the final partition arising from PT refines the partition arising from PT
ET

.

Proof The proof is by induction on the number of iterations throughthewhile loop in PT
ET

. In the base case, the
PT

ET

partition contains the good block and the bad block. PT started with this same partition. Since the PT algorithm
refines its current partition, the PT partition refines the PT

ET

partition at the start of the first iteration.
Assume the PT partition refines the PT

ET

partition at the start of a given iteration. If the PT partition does not
refine the PT

ET

partition at the end of this iteration, then there must existstatess
1

ands
2

that are in the same block
in the final PT partition, but that are split into different blocks in this iteration of PT

ET

. Since PT
ET

splitss
1

ands
2

,
s

1

ands
2

must not agree on their transitions toB (the splitter) andS � B. The blocks inS � B are distinct fromB
in the partition. Since the PT partition refines the PT

ET

partition before the split, PT must contain distinct blocksthat
refineB and the blocks inS � B and for whichs

1

ands
2

do not agree on their next-state transitions. This implies
that the block containings

1

ands
2

in PT is not stable with respect to these blocks. This is a contradiction, because PT
only terminates when all blocks in the partition are stable with respect to one another. The PT partition must therefore
refine the PT

ET

partition at the end of this iteration. 2

6 Experimental Comparisons

In the previous section, we developed a lower bound on the numbers of various computations that each algorithm (BR,
LY, BFH, and PT) performs. We also showed that the number of BRiterations exceeds the number of LY iterations
by one (Lemma 7), and that it provides a lower bound for the number of iterations taken in BFH and PT (Lemmas 13
and 24). Combining these results yields the following lowerbounds for each algorithm, wheren is the number of BR
iterations:

BR:n � (M + U +D + 2E + I)

LY: (n�1)� (5M +4I+3D+4E)

BFH: (M+I+2E)�

n

2

+3n

2

+n�D

PT:n � (2M +D + I +E)

These bounds suggest that BR should have the best performance. The bound for LY is so much more expensive
than the other algorithms with respect to image computations because LY splits only reachable blocks with respect to
reachable blocks. This requires it to calculate frontier sets in a less straightforward fashion than the other algorithms,
which will perform computations with unreachable blocks. In the context of symbolic model checking using BDDs,
the image computations are typically the most expensive. Therefore, to estimate performance with respect to BDDs,
we should compare algorithms with respect to the number of image computations (variableM ). Consider LY versus
BFH. If n is less than five, BFH’s minimum number of image computationsis smaller than LY’s. The two algorithms
agree on the number of image computations ifn is five. LY’s minimum number of image computations is better if n
is greater than five. Therefore, we expect BFH to perform no worse on designs that terminate on small numbers of
iterations, but we also expect that performance to degrade as the number of iterations gets larger. It is hard to predict
PT’s performance because we cannot reasonably predict how many more iterations it will do than the other algorithms.

Table 3 presents the time and memory usage statistics for running these algorithms on a suite of invariant properties,
some of which hold and some of which do not. Our experimental framework uses the VIS model checker (version
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State BR LY BFH PT
Vars Iter Time Mem Time Mem Time Mem Iter Time Mem

gigamax 16 6 1.8 5.59 2.3 5.60 2.1 5.59 6 2.0 5.58
eisenberg* 17 19 1.1 3.80 3.3 3.99 9.3 4.48 270 9.3 4.28
abp 19 11 0.9 3.81 2.3 3.85 2.8 3.82 19 2.0 3.86
bakery* 20 58 1.3 3.70 6.5 3.87 126.9 9.67 212 7.8 4.55
treearb4 23 24 3.5 4.28 16.9 5.18 99.0 6.14 232 118.3 6.06
elev23 32 1 3.9 8.45 4.2 8.54 4.4 8.51 1 4.0 8.43
coherence1 37 5 3.6 6.28 85.5 22.0 33.0 20.0 23 29.5 8.55
coherence2 37 14 9.3 7.81 279.3 31.0 174.8 21.0 166 567.4 18
coherence3* 37 5 6.5 7.96 84.2 20.0 24.4 11.0 9 7.9 7.89
coherence4* 37 5 7.3 8.58 78.2 18.0 34.4 11.0 685 13.8H 68
elev33 45 1 7.0 11.0 444.5 17.0 443.8 17.0 1 7.2 11
elev43 56 1 11.9 15.0 1590.1 42.0 1661.0 39.0 1 12.2 15
tcp* 80 1 3.1 7.83 3.6 8.06 3.0 8.08 1 3.2 7.83

Table 3: Experimental comparison of the various algorithms. A � after an experiment name indicates that the tested
invariant property fails. The Iter columns indicates how many iterations an algorithm took before locating an error
or reaching a fixpoint. We do not provide these columns for LY and BFH because we can compute their iterations
from those for BR by Lemmas 7 and 13 (we have confirmed those lemmas experimentally). The units for the Time
and Mem columns are seconds and megabytes, respectively. AnH after the time indicates time in hours, rather than
seconds.

1.2) [35] as a front-end to obtain the BDDs for the transitionrelation, initial state, and initial partition from a given
Verilog design and a CTL invariant property. We then feed these BDDs into our own code for each of the tested
algorithms. This code uses VIS’s routines for performing image computations (using partitioned transition relations),
and for interfacing to the CUDD BDD package. All of the designs and their tested properties are from the VIS
distribution. In order to have precise control over the BR experiments, we used our own implementation of BR, rather
than the built-in VIS model checker. All runs were performedon an UltraSparc 140 with 128 megabytes of memory
running Solaris 5.5.1.

Table 3 shows that BR has better time and memory usage than thethree adapted minimization algorithms in all
cases with the exception of elev23, in which PT achieved a negligible savings in memory over BR. This supports our
hypothesis that bisimulation minimization plus model checking requires more resources than model checking alone.
These figures also let us compare the minimization algorithms. As predicted, BFH does perform worse than LY on the
designs that require the largest numbers of iterations, namely eisenberg, bakery, and treearb4. The difference between
BFH and LY is most pronounced for bakery, which required the most iterations. BFH generally requires less memory
and time than LY on the smaller examples. The one example thatfalls outside of our predictions is coherence2. With
14 iterations, we predicted LY would perform better, which it does not. The discrepancy is particularly startling when
we look at the number of image computations that each algorithm performs, as shown in Table 4. For coherence2,
LY does only 78 image computations, as opposed to 3058 by BFH.We conclude that BFH computed images of much
smaller sets (since the two algorithms do almost the same number of iterations), and hence was able to avoid blowup in
the intermediate BDDs used in the image computations. A similar explanation might also account for BFH’s superior
performance on examples coherence3 and coherence4. According to Aluret al., who compared the performance of the
original LY and BFH algorithms on a small number of timed automata, BFH performed better on their examples [1].
It would be interesting to know how many iterations and imagecomputations their examples required, and whether
these figures might explain their results.

The PT algorithm does surprisingly well in comparison to BFHand LY. With the exception of example coherence4,
PT has comparable or better memory performance. Its time performance is comparable or better on all examples but
treearb4, coherence2, and coherence4. Thus, choosing unreachable blocks as splitters does not appear to hurt PT’s
performance. However, our version of PT splits only reachable blocks. To measure the effect of this optimization,
Table 5 shows the iteration, time, and memory requirements for PT without this optimization. It is clear from this table
that the restriction to stabilizing reachable blocks makesa substantial difference to PT’s success. That PT performs
so well compared to BFH and LY suggests that minimization algorithms tailored to verification settings should pay
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BR LY BFH PT
Iterations lower bound actual lower bound actual lower bound actual

gigamax 6 25 30 27 27 12 12
eisenberg* 19 90 108 209 1512 38 540
abp 11 50 60 77 188 22 38
bakery* 58 285 342 1769 55039 116 424
treearb4 24 115 138 324 3675 48 464
elev23 1 0 0 2 2 2 2
coherence1 5 20 24 20 72 10 46
coherence2 14 65 78 119 3058 28 332
coherence3* 5 20 24 20 116 10 18
coherence4* 5 20 24 20 166 10 1370
elev33 1 0 0 2 2 2 2
elev43 1 0 0 2 2 2 2
tcp* 1 0 0 2 2 2 2

Table 4: Actual numbers of image computations performed by the minimization algorithms; for LY and BFH, the
reported number is from the split routines, since this is what the bounds considered. The “lower bound” columns
result from the bounds for LY, BFH, and PT by substituting thenumber of BR iterations forn, 1 for M , and 0 for
all other variables. BR performs one image computation per iteration. LY shows 0 iterations if it terminated before
executing the split loop, which means that no state in the good block could reach a state in the bad block.

attention to choosing splitters carefully.

7 Related Work

The algorithmic study of bisimulation goes back to Hopcroft, who proposed ann logn algorithm, wheren is the
number of states [27]. His algorithm handles only transition functions, rather than transition relations. Kanellakisand
Smolka proposed an algorithm that handled transition relations, but did not match Hopcroft’s lower bound [28]. The
Paige-Tarjan algorithm improved on the Kanellakis-Smolkaalgorithm to match Hopcroft’s bound [32]. Fernandez and
Mounier presented an on-the-fly algorithm for deciding bisimulation equivalence [21]. All of these algorithms were
defined for explicit-state representations. Bouali and de Simone proposed a BDD-based bisimulation algorithm [7].
Their algorithm computes the bisimulation relation (see Section 2), rather than the classes, so it is doubtful that it
would scale to systems with more than a few million states (they reported handling systems with about four million
states).

Several existing verification tools apply bisimulation minimizations to the components of a finite-state system
description. Composition of these minimized components yields a finite-state system suitable for verification by model
checking or other analyses. Bisimulation is also used to compare equivalence between finite-state transition systems.
XEVE [6], a verification tool for an Esterel-based environment, appears to support both uses [8]. XEVE’s underlying
toolset, FC2TOOLS, provides minimization techniques for both explicit-state and symbolic representations, using the
Kanellakis-Smolka and Bouali-de Simone algorithms, respectively [8].

The NCSU Concurrency Workbench [16] supports many forms of equivalence checking, including bisimulation
equivalence. It is closely related to the Concurrency Factory project [14, 15], which supports bisimulation equivalence
checking using techniques based on the Kanellakis-Smolka algorithm. The FDR analysis tool uses bisimulation mini-
mization to provide a normal form for transition systems. and to minimize components before composition [34]. FDR
does not support symbolic representations. Outside of a specific toolset, Azizet al. take a compositional approach to
bisimulation minimization in a symbolic setting [2]; Rahim’s work takes a similar approach to verifying VHDL [33].
Both approaches also perform minimization relative to a given property. However, they represent equivalence relations
(rather than classes).
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Split Marked Don’t Split Marked Savings
Iter Time Mem Iter Time Mem Iter Time Mem

gigamax 271 9.2 5.66 6 2.0 5.58 98% 78% 1%
eisenberg* 587 16.5 4.67 270 9.3 4.28 54% 44% 8%
abp 134 6.3 3.96 19 2.0 3.86 85% 68% 3%
bakery* 2279 121.5 6.58 212 7.8 4.55 91% 94% 31%
treearb4 - (24H) (54) 232 118.3 6.06
elev23 3 4.0 8.44 1 4.0 8.43 67% 0% 0%
coherence1 181 70.1 11.0 23 29.5 8.55 87% 58% 22%
coherence2 4376 2320.2 20.0 166 567.4 18 96% 76% 10%
coherence3* 3533 1003.8 18.0 9 7.9 7.89 100% 99% 56%
coherence4* - (33H) (62) 685 13.8H 68
elev33 3 7.3 11.0 1 7.2 11 67% 1% 0%
elev43 1 11.8 15.0 1 12.2 15 0% -3% 0%
tcp* 1 3.2 7.84 1 3.2 7.83 0% 0% 0%

Table 5: The effects of not splitting marked blocks on the performance of the new PT algorithm. For each approach,
the table shows the number of iterations required, the time taken (in seconds) and the memory used (in megabytes).
The last set of columns shows the percentage of each resourcesaved when going to the optimized algorithm. A dash
in the iterations column indicates that the algorithm did not complete in the time (in hours) indicated.

8 Conclusions

Bisimulation plays many roles in verification. It serves as aminimization technique for compositional or traditional
model checking, as a means of checking equivalence between transition systems, or as a way of collapsing infinite-state
systems into finite-state ones. Several theoretical analyses, experiments, and case studies attest to its efficiency and
effectiveness in these areas [9, 17, 22, 28]. This paper concentrates on a particular usage: bisimulation minimization
as a state-space reduction technique over the global state space in symbolic model checking.

Bisimulation minimization is attractive in the context of symbolic model checking because it is easy to compute
symbolically and can be fully automated. Unfortunately, this approach does not appear worthwhile, as experience
shows that the cost of minimizing the system outweighs the cost of model checking the unminimized system. One
could argue that we don’t see an improvement in resource usage because the minimization algorithms do not fun-
damentally alter the topology of the underlying BDDs, whichis what generally gives rise to improvements in the
performance of symbolic algorithms. However, we believe the real problem lies at an algorithmic, rather than a
representational, level.

We have considered three bisimulation minimization algorithms: by Lee and Yannakakis, by Bouajjani, Fernan-
dez, and Halbwachs, and by Paige and Tarjan. These algorithms mainly differ with respect to the extent to which
they stabilize unreachable blocks. PT stabilizes all blocks, regardless of whether they are reachable. BFH stabilizes
reachable blocks with respect to both reachable and unreachable blocks. As a result, it may stabilize some unreachable
blocks that are split off from reachable blocks. LY stabilizes reachable blocks with respect to only reachable blocks.
The differences between these techniques affect the numbers of operations of various types used in each algorithm and
the number of iterations that each algorithm requires to terminate. From each algorithm, we created a novel on-the-fly
model checker for invariant properties and compared it to model checking by backwards reachability.

Our analyses established close correlations between the sets of states computed during minimization and those
computed during invariant property verification through backwards reachability. This implies that minimization and
backwards reachability are similar in spirit in the contextof testing invariant properties. Accordingly, we should not
expect minimization to require fewer computational resources then model checking. However, each algorithm com-
putes these sets in different ways; this prohibits us from claiming definitively that minimization algorithms require
more resources than backwards reachability. We therefore provided two other analyses. The first compares the mini-
mum number of operations of various kinds, such as image computations, across the four algorithms. The second is an
experimental analysis on a suite of designs, such as controllers and protocols, that are typical in verification contexts.
Both analyses support our claim that the costs of minimization outweigh those of model checking.

Combining all of this evidence, using bisimulation minimization either as a part of, or as a pre-processor to,
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model checking invariant properties of transition systemsdoes not appear to be a viable approach. This does not
imply that bisimulation has no role in verification contexts. Minimization in a compositional verification framework
appears to make certain verification problems tractable that would not be so without minimization [2, 33]. Similarly,
minimization can be used to collapse infinite-state systemsinto finite ones for purposes of exhaustive analyses [4, 24].
It remains to be seen what other implications our results have for the use of bisimulation in verification.
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A Proofs of Intermediate Lemmas

A.1 Lee-Yannakakis Lemmas

Proof of Lemma 5 Correlating the definition ofBS
i

and the variables in the LY code (Figure 5), on iterationi, B
corresponds toBS

i�1

,B0 corresponds toBS
i

, andB00 corresponds toBS
i�1

�BS

i

. By Lemma 4 then, on iteration
i, S

i

= B

0 andF
i

= B

00.
For the forwards direction, assume LY is in iterationi and goes to iterationi + 1. ThenhB; initi must have been

enqueued on line 19 because only reachable blocks are ever onthe queue and the algorithm stops if some block other
thanhB; initi becomes reachable. SincehB; initi was on the queue,; 6= B\pre(B) 6= B or ; 6= B\pre(B

00

) 6= B.
Furthermore, LY did not terminate early at line 21, sopost(init) \B00

= ;. Thus,post(init) \F
i

= ;.
It therefore remains to show thatpre(F

i

) \ S

i

6= ;. This is equivalent to showing thatpre(B00

) \ B

0

6= ; (by
Lemma 4). Every state inB0 was inB by definition (line 15). By definition ofB (BS

i�1

), every state inB has a
transition to some state inB. By definition,B = B

0

[B

00. Therefore, every state inB0 either has a transition to a state
inB0 or to a state inB00. If some state has a transition to a state inB

00, we are done. Therefore, assume that no state in
B had a transition toB00. If this were true, thenB0

\pre(B

0

) = B

0. But if B0

\pre(B

0

) = B

0 andpre(B00

)\B

0

= ;,
then neither condition on line 19 is satisfied. However, one of the two conditions must have been satisfied since LY
goes to iterationi+ 1. By contradiction, this direction therefore holds.

For the backwards direction, assumepre(F
i

)\S

i

6= ; andpost(init)\F
i

= ;. SinceF
i

= B

00, post(init)\B00

=

;, so LY must not terminate early at line 21. Therefore, it remains to show that LY enqueueshB; initi at line 19. Since
post(init)\B

00

= ; andinit 2 B

0,B0

\pre(B

00

) 6= B

0. We also assumed thatpre(F
i

)\S

i

6= ;. By the correlations
given in the forwards direction and Lemma 4,pre(B

00

)\B

0

6= ;. Since; 6= pre(B

00

)\B

0

6= B

0, the second condition
on line 19 is true, sohB; initi is enqueued. This direction therefore holds. 2

Proof of Lemma 6 The proof is by induction on the number of iterationsi taken through the split loop. For the base
case, assumei is zero. LY starts iteration 1 of the split loop (reaches the split loop) if three conditions are met: (1) the
initial state is a good state (line 4), (2)post(init) does not reach a bad state (line 7), and (3) some good state reaches
a bad state (line 8). BR goes to iteration 1 as long as theinit 62 F

0

andF
0

is non-empty. The first LY condition
guarantees thatinit 62 F

0

. The third condition guarantees that some bad state must exist, henceF
0

is nonempty.
Assume the desired result holds for iterationi� 1. We can therefore assume that both LY and BR entered iteration

i. By Lemma 5, if LY is in iterationi and goes to iterationi + 1, thenpre(F
i

) \ S

i

6= ; andpost(init) \F
i

= ;. By
definition, thenF

i+1

6= ;, so BR does not terminate on that condition. It therefore remains to show thatinit 62 F

i

.
This is equivalent to showing thatinit is not inpre(F

i�1

) � S

i

. If init had been inpre(F
i�1

), though, LY would
not have entered iterationi + 1 (it would have terminated on line 21 in the previous iteration). Therefore, neither
termination condition for BR can hold, so BR must also enter iterationi+ 1. 2

A.2 Bouajjani-Fernandez-Halbwachs Lemmas

Proof of Lemma 11 The proof is by induction on the iterations through the BFHwhile loop (Figure 10, line 3).
Initially, the only marked block is bad block. All new markings occur during the split loop. Assume BFH reaches the
split loop and all states in marked blocks have paths to bad states. We must prove this still holds after executing the
split loop. A block is marked under two conditions: if it is split from a marked block (lines 26 and 27), or if all states
in it reach a marked block (lines 23 and 26). In the former case, since the block is a subset of a marked block, by the
inductive hypothesis all states in the original block have apath to a bad state. The states in the new block therefore all
have such a path. In the latter case, all states can reach a marked block, so all states have a path to a state that has a
path to a bad state. The inductive case also holds, so the lemma holds. 2

Proof of Lemma 12 The proof is by induction oni. In iteration 0, the good block is the only unmarked block.G

0

is
the good block by definition, so the base case holds. AssumeG

i�1

is the only unmarked block in iterationi � 1. We
must prove thatG

i

is the only unmarked block in iterationi. By definition,G
i

= G

i�1

\ pre(G

i�1

) � (pre(H

1

) [

: : :[ pre(H

j�j�1

)). Looking at the pseudocode in Figure 10,G

i

is only marked if it is split off from a marked block

(lines 26-27), or if it reaches a marked block (lines 23 and 26). SinceG
i�1

is not marked andG
i

splits off from
G

i�1

, it does not get marked on lines 26 or 27. However, by definition, states inG
i

reach only blockG
i�1

, which is
unmarked by assumption. Figure 11 shows whyG

i

can be the only unmarked block. Every other new block contains

i



states that reach at least one block other thanG

i�1

(because there is an intersection withpre(H) for some blockH
other thanG

i�1

along every other path of the tree). Therefore, all other newblocks were marked in line 23 or line 26
of the pseudocode.G

i

replaces blockG
i�1

(line 11), soG
i

is the only unmarked block in iterationi. 2

A.3 Paige-Tarjan Lemmas

Proof of Lemma 16 The proof is by induction on the number of iterations that have passed. In the base case, no
iterations have been taken. In this case the desired result holds because the algorithm starts with the good block and
the bad block, and the bad block is marked.

Assume the result is true afteri iterations. LetB be the block chosen as the splitter in thei + 1

st iteration. By
the inductive hypothesis, there is at most one blockD processed in theforeach loop starting on line 10. We prove
that if the desired result holds before processing blockD, then it holds after processing blockD. While processingD,
there are four candidate blocks created:D

1

, D
2

, D
11

, andD
12

. The latter two can only be created ifD
2

is created.
Furthermore,D

11

, if created, replacesD
1

.
There are two cases to consider, based on whether blockB is marked. Table 2 summarizes when each block that

could be created is marked in each case; the line numbers in the table indicate which lines in the algorithm mark the
corresponding block. The desired result therefore holds ifevery column in the table preserves it. The first column
creates new unmarked blockD

2

. However, blockD is unmarked in this case and the new blocks replaceD, so the
inductive case holds. In the second column, since we assume there is at most one unmarked block before processing
D, blocksD andB must be the same. At most one of the unmarked blocks (D

1

andD
11

) exists at the end of the
iteration, sinceD

11

replacesD
1

if it is created. The inductive case holds in this case since the created blocks replace
the single unmarked blockD (equivalent toB). 2

Proof of Lemma 17 The proof is by induction on the number of iterations taken through thewhile loop at line 5
(Figure 13). Initially, two blocks are created: the good block and the bad block. Only the bad block is marked (line
4). Every path in this block has a trivial path to itself, so the base case holds. All other block markings arise from the
algorithm. It therefore suffices to consider how the algorithm handles each newly created blockD

1

,D
2

,D
11

, andD
12

.
The decision whether to mark each blocks occurs on lines 15, 18, 25, and 29 of the code in Figure 13, respectively.
We consider each in turn.

� D

1

is marked (line 15) iffB is marked. By definition, every state inD
1

reachesB. If B is marked, then every
state inD

1

must have a path to a bad state by going through blockB. D
1

is therefore marked correctly.

� D

2

is marked (line 18) iffB is not marked. By definition (line 12), no state inD
2

reachesB. If B is not marked,
then all other blocks must be marked by Lemma 16. Since the transition is total, every state inD

2

must therefore
have a path to a bad state.D

2

is therefore marked correctly.

� D

11

is marked (line 25) iffD
1

is marked orB is marked. By definition (line 20),D
11

is a subset ofD
1

, so if
D

1

is marked,D
11

should also be marked. Furthermore, ifB is marked,D
1

would have been marked ifB was
marked.D

11

is therefore marked correctly.

� D

12

is automatically marked (line 29). By definition (line 21), states inD
12

reach both blockB and blocks
other thanB. Since there is at most one unmarked block by Lemma 16, each state inD

12

must therefore reach
some marked block, so it is correctly marked.

2

Proof of Lemma 18 By definition,U
i

is stable with respect toB andS � B iff for each set, either all states in
U

i

reach the set or none of them do.U
i

is one of the blocksD
1

, D
2

, D
11

, orD
12

, as defined in the pseudocode in
Figure 13.E

1

(line 9) is the set of all states that reachB. By definition,D
1

is stable with respect toB because all
elements ofD

1

reachB. SinceD
11

andD
12

are subsets ofD
1

, they are also stable with respect toB. D
2

is also
stable with respect toB because no state inD

2

reachesB by definition.
E

2

(line 10) is the set of all states that reachB, but that don’t reachS � B. D
11

is clearly stable with respect to
S � B since all states inD

11

are inE
2

. D
12

is stable with respect toS � B because all of its elements reachS � B.
If one ofD

11

orD
12

is empty, then either everything or nothing inD
1

is inE
2

, soD
1

is stable with respect toS �B.
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Finally,D
2

must be stable with respect toS �B because the transition relation is total: all states inD

2

, not reaching
states inB, must reach states inS � B. Since each ofD

1

, D
2

, D
11

, andD
12

is stable with respect toB andS � B,
and sinceU

i

is one of these blocks,U
i

is stable with respect toB andS �B. 2

Proof of Lemma 19 The proof is by induction oni. At the first iteration, there are only two blocks.U
1

is the good
block andM is the bad block. They are both in the same block ofX, so the base case holds trivially.

For the inductive case, assume thatU

i

is stable with respect to all blocks in other blocks ofX at iterationi. Let
M

1

; : : : ;M

k

be the other blocks in the same block ofX asU
i

. We must prove that at iterationi + 1, U
i+1

is stable
with respect to all blocks in other compound blocks ofX. The PT algorithm never merges blocks ofX. Furthermore,
U

i+1

is a subset ofU
i

and sub-blocks inherit stability from the blocks they splitoff from. Therefore, the only blocks
U

i+1

could be unstable with respect to areM
1

; : : : ;M

k

. There are now three cases to consider, depending upon which
block is chosen as the splitter in iterationi.

1. U
i

is the splitter,U
i+1

isD
11

, andU
i

goes into its own block at line 8 andM
1

; : : : ;M

k

stay in blockS � B.
Let M

j

be one of these blocks. IfU
i+1

were unstable with respect toM
j

, then some elements ofU
i+1

would
reachM

j

and others would not (by the definition of stability). But by definition ofD
11

fromU

i

, D
11

does not
reach a state inS � B. U

i+1

is therefore stable with respect toM
j

.

2. SomeM
j

from the same compound block asU
i

is chosen as the splitter. ThenB = M

j

goes into its own block.
U

i+1

is stable with respect toB at the end of the iteration by Lemma 18. The remainingM blocks remain in
the same compound block asU

i

for the next iteration. The desired result therefore holds in this case.

3. Some other block that is not in the same compound block asU

i

is chosen as the splitter. By the inductive
hypothesis,U

i

is stable with respect to this splitter, so the block ofX containingU
i

is unchanged during this
iteration. The desired result therefore holds by the inductive hypothesis.

2

Proof of Lemma 20 There are two cases, depending upon whetherU

i

is chosen as the splitter in iterationi. If
it is, then by construction (line 9)U

i+1

� U

i

\ pre(U

i

), soU
i+1

� pre(U

i

) � pre(U

1

[M

1

[ : : : [M

k

). If
U

i

is not the splitter, then under the given assumptions, the splitter is someM
j

. By definition,U
i+1

= D

2

=

U

i

� pre(M

j

). By construction (line 13), each state inD
2

reaches something inS � B; in this caseS � B is
U

i

;M

1

; : : : ;M

j�1

;M

j+1

; : : : ;M

k

. Therefore,U
i+1

� pre(U

i

[M

1

[ : : : [ M

j�1

[M

j+1

[ : : : [ M

k

). This
completes the proof. 2

Proof of Lemma 21 The proof is by induction oni. In the base case,i is 1. At the start of the first iteration,X has
only the single blockfgood; badg. Hence,M

1

= bad, which by definition is equivalent to, and thereby containedin,
F

0

.
For the inductive case, letfU

i

; N

1

; : : : ; N

j

g be the block ofX containingU
i

at the start of iterationi. Assume
N

1

[ : : : [ N

j

� F

0

[ : : : [ F

i�1

. Let fU
i+1

;M

1

; : : : ;M

k

g be the block ofX that containsU
i+1

at the start of
iterationi+ 1. We must prove thatM

1

[ : : :[M

k

� F

0

[ : : :[F

i

.
The definition of theM blocks depends on which block was chosen as the splitter in iterationi. There are three

cases:

1. U
i

is the splitter. Then at line 8 (Figure 13),U
i

goes into its own block. TheM blocks will therefore consist of
those blocks other thanU

i+1

that are created while splittingU
i

. SinceU
i

is the splitter,U
i+1

is eitherD
11

or
D

1

from Figure 13, depending upon which one is defined. TheM blocks therefore consist ofD
2

and possibly
D

12

(the latter may not be defined).D
11

andD
12

partitionD
1

. Since we work only with unions in the rest of
the proof, we finish the proof with respect toD

11

andD
12

instead of creating separate cases for each possible
combination of non-empty blocks.

Since theM blocks areD
2

andD
12

, we must show thatD
2

[D

12

� F

0

[ : : :[F

i

. By definition,D
2

[D

12

is
U

i

\pre(S�U

i

), whereS is the compound blockfU
i

; N

1

; : : : ; N

j

g. Therefore,D
2

[D

12

isU
i

\pre(N

1

[: : :[

N

j

). By the inductive hypothesis,N
1

[: : :[N

j

� F

0

[: : :[F

i�1

. Sopre(N
1

[: : :[N

j

) � pre(F

0

[: : :[F

i�1

).
But pre(F

0

[ : : :[ F

i�1

) � F

0

[ : : : [ F

i

by Lemma 2, soD
2

[D

12

� F

0

[ : : : [ F

i

, which completes the
proof for this case.
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2. One of theN blocks is the splitter. LetN
m

be the chosen splitter. Then at line 8 (Figure 13),N

m

goes into its
own block andS�B is the blockfU

i

; N

1

; : : : ; N

m�1

; N

m+1

; : : : ; N

j

g. U
i+1

is defined to beD
2

. In the process
of splitting,PT adds blocksD

11

andD
12

toS�B. Therefore, theM blocks areD
11

; D

12

; N

1

; : : : ; N

m�1

; N

m+1

; : : : ; N

j

.
By the inductive hypothesis, eachN block is inF

0

[ : : :[F

i�1

. Therefore, it remains to show thatD
11

[D

12

�

F

0

[ : : :[ F

i

.

By definition, since the splitter (B) is N
m

, D
11

[ D

12

is U
i

\ pre(N

m

). By the inductive hypothesis,N
m

is contained inF
0

[ : : : [ F

i�1

. Therefore,pre(N
m

) is contained inpre(F
0

[ : : : [ F

i�1

). By Lemma 2,
pre(F

0

[ : : :[ F

i�1

) is contained inF
0

[ : : : [ F

i

. Therefore,D
11

[D

12

� F

0

[ : : :[ F

i

, which completes
the proof for this case.

3. The splitter is some block from a different compound blockthanU
i

. SinceU
i

is stable with respect to this splitter
by Lemma 19, theM blocks are identical to theN blocks. Since theN blocks are contained inF

0

[ : : :[F

i�1

,
theM blocks are contained inF

0

[ : : :[ F

i

.

2

Proof of Lemma 22 The proof is by induction oni. In the base case,i is zero. By definition,S
0

is the set of bad
states andU

0

is the set of good states.S
0

= good, soS
0

� U

0

. For the inductive case, assumeS
i

� U

i

. We must
prove thatS

i+1

� U

i+1

. Let x be some element fromS
i+1

. We will prove thatx must be inU
i+1

.
By definition,S

i+1

= S

i

[ pre(F

i

). Therefore,x 62 S

i

andx 62 pre(F

i

). Sincex 62 S

i

, x 62 pre(F

0

[ : : :[F

i�1

)

by Lemma 1. Extending this withx 62 pre(F

i

) yieldsx 62 pre(F

0

[ : : :[ F

i

). Let fU
i

;M

1

; : : : ;M

k

g be the block of
X that containsU

i

at the end of iterationi. Sincex 62 pre(F

0

[ : : :[F

i

), then by Lemma 21,x 62 pre(M

1

[ : : :[M

k

).
Furthermore, sincex 2 U

i

andx 62 pre(M

1

[ : : :[M

k

), x 2 pre(U

i�1

) by Lemma 20. By construction,M
1

; : : : ;M

k

includes those blocks other thanU
i

that split off fromU

i�1

. Sincex does not reach any of theM blocks, it must be in
pre(U

i

).
There are now three cases to consider depending upon which block was chosen as the splitter in iterationi.

1. U
i

was the splitter. ThenU
i+1

is D
11

orD
1

(depending upon which is defined). SinceD
11

is a subset ofD
1

,
we complete the proof using the definition ofD

11

. D
11

= U

i

\ pre(U

i

)� pre(M

1

[ : : :[M

k

). x is in U
i

by
the inductive hypothesis since it is inS

i

. We concluded earlier thatx is in pre(U
i

). We also concluded thatx is
not inpre(M

1

[ : : :[M

k

). Therefore,x is inU
i+1

.

2. One of theM blocks,M
j

, was the splitter. Then by definition,U
i+1

isD
2

= U

i

� pre(M

j

). By the inductive
hypothesis,x is inU

i

since it is inS
i

. Sincex 62 pre(M

1

[ : : :[M

k

), x 62 pre(M

j

). Therefore,x must be in
U

i+1

.

3. Some block in a different block ofX thanU
i

was the splitter. By Lemma 19,U
i

is stable with respect to the
splitter. Therefore,U

i+1

= U

i

. SinceS
i

� S

i+1

by definition,S
i+1

� S

i

. Elementx is therefore inS
i

, and
also inU

i

= U

i+1

by the inductive hypothesis.

2

Proof of Lemma 23 By definition,F
i

= pre(F

i�1

) � S

i�1

. Therefore,F
i

� S

i�1

, which makesF
i

� U

i�1

by
Lemma 22. IfU

i�1

is stable, then by definition all elements inU
i�1

agree on their transitions to other blocks. By
definition, each state inF

i

has a path to a bad state. Therefore, if all states inU

i�1

have transitions to states inU
i�1

,
then the invariant property fails because each state must have a path to a bad state. If no state inU

i�1

has a transition
to U

i�1

, then since the transition relation in total, each state must have a transition to some block other thanU
i�1

.
However, that other block must be marked, so every state inU

i�1

has a path to a bad state. The invariant property also
fails in this case. 2
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